The effects are:
INTRODUCTION
The General Purpose.-The purpose of this writing is to discuss one phase of method in the short story.No attempt is made to develop aesthetical formulae,to establish tests for short story excellence,or to devise specific rules of composition.The study of the short story,even the study of method in the short story, has departments that are not within the scope of this investigation Many statements are made here that are applicable not only to the short story but to any other variety of prose fiction.
No effort is made sharply to distinguish the short story from any 5.Generalized narrative. sketch,and the tale.No explanation need "be offered concerning the first of these features,hut others require comment.With regard to the second,it may he said that absence of plot converts what would otherwise be a short story into a tale.In this writing,plot in the short story is later more carefully dealt with.
The statement concerning purpose has this implicat ion .Evejr fictional narrative presents (I) the indication of an underlying purpose,and (2) the more or less successful accomplishment of that purpose.The indicated purpose is the thing that identifies a writing as short story or novel.That is,according to this theory, a piece of writing which consists of 400000 words,but which manifests a short story purpose is not a novel but,strictly speak ing,an overdeveloped short story.Likewise a piece of writing which consists of 10000 words,but which manifests a purpose that should be worked out in a novel,is not a short story but either a novelletc efce or a poor novel,depending upon its effectiveness.
The statement concerning well rounded presentation has the following significance.A narrative which has plot,and which manifests a short story purpose may fail to be a short story i because its background, characterization, and action are not developdcl Such a writing would, be a sketch, or a scenario, and not even a feeble short story. The plot,then,is a series of statements presenting facts both narrative and expository.There are two <h aracteristics which make such a series a plot and not a mere tale outline. (I) It has unity : in its entirety it makes up just the one action,that and nothing more,which should accomplish the purpose of the story.It is complete and satisfying,leaving,so far as the logic of the action is concerned,nothing more to be desired. (2) Its action contains two opposed tendencies.There is nothing intentionally rambling : every plot statement is intended to define the tendencies or to
show the nature of their opposition or to make clear the final adjustment.
Plot as Question and Answer.-As stated,plot facts unite to make one large unit,which is basically a body of information.
To furnish means forgiving this information is the duty of the plot.It accomplishes this in the way best suited to make its statements effective : that is,it makes the reader eager for the ihformation ; then bit by bit,detail by detail,always keeping some-\ thing concealed until the end,the plot satisfies the reader's desire for the truth.This idea may be better expressec^by sayirg tha-f (4) ( 4 ) the plot first suggests a question then answers it.
The facts which question and answer present#have to do with personality.Even in stories where the human element is greatly subordinated,the animals and inanimate objects are personified, sometimes completely and most wierdly,as in the Venus of Ilie.
Probably no short story exists which does not have personalities as its principals in action.It may perhaps be possible to devise a narrative which manifests a short story purpose and v/hich concern absolutely no thing endowed in the readers mind with the ability to feel and reason,to express thought,to act and be acted upon,-to seem downright human.Vo such story at least was found in this investigation.
At any rate,the typical short story is made up of a full presenting of plot question and answer that relate to personality.
The body of fact so given has to do with character,with relation of character to character,or v/ith relation of personality to the universe,-most often v/ith all these.A fixed condition may be made clear,a trait,a relationship,a mode of life;or changes progressing or completed may be shown .It is simply the detailing of question and answer on the basis of their plot statement,that constituted the substance of the short story.
Usually the body of information conveyed by the plot shows change in the relation of character to the world : Generally the answer sees the fortunes of the chief personages improved or impaired;for the short story reflects life and is not a mere psychological analysis.Even in Markheim the possibility of the h e r o 's being hanged is never^lost sight of.On the other hand,the typical short story of the better class is not merely a "tale., signifying nothing": with change of fortune comes growth of char acter or clear exposition of its traits.In some stories the em phasis is upo# the uncertainties of worldly fortune;in others,
upon psychological matters;but rarely is either psychological analysis or the narration of fortune's uncertainties unaccompanied by the other. 
The most complete type of plot in the drama may he separ ated in to the following divisions,often not so named as here:
The first scenes are devoted to the exposition ,which acquaints us with the chief persons and with their surroundings.Immediately following is the exciting moment ,where appears the first hint of complication,the start of the main action.Then comes the rising action,which fully developes the complication and "ties the knot."
Next appears' the turning point,the first real victory of the power that is to dominate at the finish.The falling act ion,which follows, sees the slow untying of the knot,the progress of the victorious force.The moment of final suspense is the last serious conflict of opposed forces, the last clash of wr ills before the certainty of the catastroph e ,which makes final disposition of the characters.
Potentially any short story plot however slight has all these parts,but often certain of them are so faintly marked in actual writing as to be almost unnoticeable.If the short story plot is,like the drama,primarily a conflict of wills,the similarity may be very striking;if the short story has in it no strife betwen v/ills,as Kipling's They,plot may be reduced to its simplest and lowest terms.
The exposition is never missing in the short story plot, though it may be very brief and hardly to be distinguished from the rising act ion.The exciting moment always appears,though it Murphies.Now Theophilus hates his uncle,hut the old man's interest has deepened to love.The lad,always frail,sickens and at last is very ill.
Moment of Final Suspense.
This is vaguely suggested in the story,"being "blended with the catastrophe.
Catastrophe.
Theophilus dies.At the end he apparently ceases to hate the Judge,"but he has not the least love or lCking for him.
The Nature of Plot Interest.-Plot has now "been considered as to its essential nature and method.The most rudimentary quality of "plot interest" remains to he dealt with.Precisely to name and describe this quality is not easy;but its existence is hardly to be questioned,since to destroy plot in a narrative would be to take a very appreciable something away from the story,however 7U much remained of mood and character interest;and since plot standig A alone as a sketch or scenario,without any noticeable mood or character interest still has an effect of its own. In all such stories the fact that none of the reader's energy is (14) (15) 
present and may establish for the reader,the abstract phase of character interest.Setting may aid greatly in this latter work as also may observations of the author.Ordinarily the indirect method is employed in developing those plot facts which are not striking but merely expository.
In the dcrect method of characterization the man himself is brought before the reader : thought ,speech,action,and appear ance are detailed.The most noticeable variations in the use of n this metnod are in amou^; of detail used, and vividness with which it is presented.¥ary Wilkins-Freeman uses many details and states them frankly;Henry James in his short stories uses few details and suggests rather than states flatly.Mary Wilkins-Freeman will tell us just how the New England spinster hung out the family wash and just how she was dressed.Henry James,using the same method,would admit v/ith elegant reluctance that the textiles were disposed thus and so,and would clothe the lady (modestly of course) in a mere aura of suggestion.
Character and Plot.-Whatever may be the means by which characters are given shape,there is always noticeable in stories of standard grade an agreement of plot and character interest;in other words, the characters fit the action.This is accomplished by the author under one or both of two situations. (I)Story tone and structureAdetermine the characterization. (2)Characterization is to determine story tone and structure.
If the chief purpose of the story is not merely to char acterize, plot will dominate the persons.lt will limit the selection of characters to those which are congenial with the action and it will determine the number and qhality of traits to be assigned to each person. If the character is of minor importance it may be a ateemachine of plot,a thing to carry messages and shut doors,to bear ke the lighter half of the burden of realism.If,however,the character controlled by plot is important,only such traits will be present- Hawthorne has stamped a lesson upon the reader's mind and heart; perhaps Kipling has forced him to live for a time the very lives of other men;or Poe has taken him to a land of splendid horrors.
In every good short story this quality of mood is noticeable, because very often the short story purpose is just this intention to demonstrate clearly some one thing about life.
But the v i t a l quality of mood in the short story is quite different.It is the feeling that stays with the reader when the story is finished,for hours,even throughout an entire day.It is a ( 2 0 ) l i f t and a glow at the heart;it is a transformation of trivial In characterization too there is aiding of credibility.
The persons of the narrative are real according to the dictates of the story purpose.This may or may not necessitate emphasis upon personality.lt may allow only the vaguest individualization,and it may require absolute abnormality of action.
Lastly the description of setting does much to establish realitv.lt may include details quite "beyond the reader's experience "but it does not include details "beyond the reader's imagination, of man,and it determines at the writer's pleasure the quality of
THE ELEMENTS
The Elements.-The elements of a short story have been named in the introduction.lt will be remembered that they are,so to speak,quantities,combinations of words that produce the qualities y called E f f e c t s.These elements will be considered in the o.der in which they were first mentioned.
Particularized Action and Appearance is writing that presents concrete descriptive details of personality,the color of a man's hair,the tone of his voice,the motion of his body in walking.
Action is of necessity usually less detailed than appearance proper, In both action and appearance ,short story purpose usually requires mention of a few suggestive details rather than lengthy enumera tion .
Dialogue is direct quotation.lt may be used very liberally, as in Kipling's "Soldiers Three" or very sparingly ,as in James'
"Brooksmith".It is employed chiefly for important scenes.Dialogue is often mixed with Particularized Action and Appearance.
Thought of Characters may be of two kinds: (I) presenting concrete sensory images and logical reasoning,(2) presenting mood and emotion.This element is valuable i n making action and speech realistic and in making changing characters understandable.
In any one story the lihought o f not more than one or two persons is presented;usually it is not greatly detailed. "Markheim" is a notable exception,since much of the narrative is purely this element.
Description of Setting is that writing which details the surroundings of the action;it appeals to all the senses.It may be very detailed and definite;it may be quite vague;it is always
concrete.lt appears usually in brief passages,often closely inter-
woven with other elements.As has "been said, it is extremely valuable in fixing the tone of a story.Occasionally it has more active duties,influencing characterization and action.
Generalized Narrative,though made of much the same stuff as Particularized Action and Appearance,Dialogue,and Thought of Characters,differs from them in that it is not detailed.lt tells us that the hero went into a far country,but it does not picture the manner of his going;it gives us the substance of Dialogue but not the exact words;it gives us the keynote of a man's thinking btit does not detail moods and mental images. Analysis for Element and Effect.-Such are the elements that produce the effects of the short story.Concerning the use of these elements it is easy to make general statements which are accurate.The following analysis was undertaken in no hope of making discoveries,but to determine with some degree of precision (I)just how much use the short story makes of each element; (2) by the use of just what elements each effect is commonly produced.
For this analysis twelve stories were selected.These were chosen because they are representative of typical styles and (3) tones in the short story,and because they illustrated varying qualities of the three effects discussed.
In the analysis each story was considered part by part, sentence by sentence or phrase by phrase if necessary.Thus the story was divided into the element s.The number of words in each element was estimates;also each element,bit by bit,was credited to the effect toward which it most clearly contributed,in some cases to the two effects toward which it equally contributed.
Below is a specimen of the data secured.
It will be seen of course that the results of such an in vestigation cannot be mathematically accurate.For one thing the judgment of the investigator is liable to err;again,while an element may contribute chiiefly to one effect, it may at the a n y tim e contribute very slightly to other effects.Also,the plot effect is not given full justice,since only the more mechanical phase will be obvious in the story.In fact the results of the investigation as tabulated are approximations.As approximations^ they have their value.
(4)
The "Average" Story".-The foregoing tabulation is largely self-explanatory,but a few comments seem heeded.These observations It will be seen (Table II) 
In the foregoing table (III) it is to be noted that plot is greatly supported in the average story by generalized narrative.
Dialogue is next in amount as an aid to plot.There is just a little interference by the writer^in his own character ;it is rarefy necessary for the skilled manipulator to explain in person what is toward among the puppets.
In character interest,however, (Table III) the author more freox uently comes into the story to comment or praise or blame.
But the chief dependence is generalized narrative and dialogue.
Thought of characters seems to have small characterizing value.
Another interesting feature is the touch of description of setting used to aid character interest;a feature,it will be noted,which appears in but two of the twelve stories. (Table I .) That the total number of words credited to character interest is not larger, is doubtless due to the fact that character interest\s more often an auxiliary of mood than is plot.
Mood (Table III) is supported -so far as this analysis may determine -by thought of characters and by dialogue.Descript ion of setting is sparingly used,a fact which must show one of two things that its total effect is of minor omportance or tha^it has great suggestive power,-clearly the latter.However,the words credited to mood are more evenly distributed among the elements -f than are the. words of any other ei^ect.Since mood is the effect most insisted upon,we may conclude that our average story makes good use af available material and is by no means limited to one or two elements.
(6)
T A B L E I V
The foregoing table (IV) shows that dialogue and generalized narrative are the elements most used in the average story.
Particularized action and appearance is next in amount.It is to be remembered that generalized narrative can be made to present the same action v/hich is detailed by particularized action and appear ance, dialogu e, and thought of characters.The fact that generalized narrative falls so far below the total of the three just referred to,is evidence of the clear cut,dramatic quality of the average short story .While description of setting is small in quantity, it is used chiefly to produce moodjevery word of it counts.Writer's observations and conclusions are used noticeable though sparingly; this element contributes chiefly to mood and character effect.
( Table III) . The presence of this element and the relatively large amount of thought of characters tends to keep the story from being overwhelmingly objective. In "Without Benefit of Clergy" more attention has been paid to character interest than in any other story of its general class.
In fact there is marked individual characterization in this story, but that is by no means the chief interest.Every element is employed,dialogue and generalized narrative being freely resort ed to.Description of setting contributes chiefly to mood and hardly at all to plot;in other words,the action of the story is not so intimately related to the surroundings as is that of jfch "The Pit and the Pendulum". The character interest in'"Without S a n e Benefit of Clergy" is secured by concrete means,that is,by dialog and particularized action and appearance.Mood depends greatly upon dialogue.
"The G i f t Horse",like all the stories of its class,puts emphasis upon characterization.lt also devotes many words to plot interest;this may be partially due to the fact that the structure is rather loose.There is much of writer's observations and con clusions ;the story is to in the first person and it is an easy matter for the author to a i n and join the talk.Description of setting is liberally used,chiefly for mood.
"An Honest Soul" too has many words to be credited to plot.
This condition seems avoidable,since the story is very much a character story.Character here is established chiefly by concrete means,especially by dialogue.
"Amelia" and "The March Wind" employ every element and are well rounded in development.They are similar in more than one way,noticeably in use of description of setting.There is more thought of characters in "A March Wind" than in "Amelia".The mood work that is done in the former by dialogue and by particularized action and appearance,is done in the latter by generalized narrat-"Erooksmith" contains the largest use of writer's observations and conclusions;this element is employed freely in character interest.This story,like "The Gift Horse",is ^* i r s t person narrative,and in "Brooksmith" the narrator is even less in the story than is the tale teller in "The G i f t Horse"."Brooksmith" has a large proportion of generalized narrative and but little dialogue
It is highly literary,a fact which is demonstrated somewhat by the use of description of setting at times merely to characterize.
Mood is established here by a well-balanced use of th^elements.
"The Nice People" and "Vanity and Some Sables" show consider able attention to plot interest.In proportion to total length there is a noticeable use of writer's observations and conclusions.
"Vanity and Some Sables" uses^lmost no description of setting, but much generalized narrative;-the latter is a good med4um *'or the 0.Henry type of wit."The Nice People" has better balance in the use of elements,pays more attention to character interest, uses more thought of clgaracters, -is in fact more literary and well rounded.
SECTION VI.
CONCLUSION
To summarize briefly,the foregoing pages have set forth a study of the short story in element and effect,-in other words a study of one phase of method.No attempt has been made to develop conclusive aesthetical laws; this has been rather a study of externals.
The three chief /ffecte in the short story were defined and briefly analysed.As far as possible each was considered separ ately. J.n the story they are closely combined;but with the method of their combination we have not been concerned.
In the second place,the materials composing the effects were considered merely as they are represented in words,-as if one were to study men with reference to their physical features and without reference to their peculiarities of soul and mind.
These elements were defined and numerical estimates were made of the amount of each in the short story.The method of their combina tion has not been considered;that is another field.
Though the range of this investigation is restricted,
being not an exhaustive study of the short story,but the study of only one phase of method,this writing has accomplished its purpose if within its limits it has merely clarified and made definite, facts heretofore generally but vaguely known.
